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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with a characterization of functions which are 
regular harmonic in the xy plane except on the line y = 0, and have distri- 
butional. limits as y -+ 0+ and as y -+ O-. It is shown that such functions 
satisfy a generalized Green’s formula and may be represented as potentials 
of single- and double-layer distributions on the line y = 0. This generalizes 
well-known classical results. Furthermore, it turns out that this class of 
harmonic functions is identical with the class of functions which are restric- 
tions, to y # 0, of distributions in W(P), whose Laplacians have their 
support on the x axis. 
Notation and terminology used here fohow that of Gel’fand and Shilov ES] 
and Bremermann [2]. Let U be an open subset of R”. The space of test 
functions on U is the set b(U) of all infinitely differentiable functions with 
compact support in U. It is given the usual topology [S]. The space of 
continuous linear functionals on D(U) is denoted by B’(U) and is given the 
weak topology. Its elements are called (Schwartz) distributions. For the 
fundamental properties of test functions and distributions, see [2, 5, 10, 121, 
for example. 
DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
It was shown in [2, 3, 111 that for every distribution f E CD’(R) there exists 
a functioni defined and analytic in the complex plane minus the support 
off such that 
lim 
f m Y-+0+ -03 [PC% + 5) - f<x - iY)l4(4 & = w4, w> 
for all test functions 4 E ID(R) and 
I.&Y f Jf(l x I> I Y l-n(‘z’)Y O<lYl(l 
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for some continuous, monotonically increasing functions ilf and n. f(z) is 
called an analytic representation off. It is determined by f up to an arbitrary 
entire analytic function. Conversely, every function analytic for y # 0 and 
satisfying (2) determines a distribution in D’(R). If f is a distribution of 
compact support, then an analytic representation off is given by the general- 
ized Cauchy integral 
For an arbitrary distribution f E B’(R) every analytic representation &z) 
may be represented in the following way, as shown in [2] and [ll]. For 
k = 0, fl, f2 )...) let fk be distributions with support in (K - 1, k + 1) 
such that f = 2 fk . Let their analytic representations$(x) be as in (3). Then 
there exist polynomials hk(z) and an entire function e(x) such that 
Following Bremermann [2], we associate with a given distribution f E ID(R) 
and an analytic representation f(z) off an (even) harmonic representation 
of the form 
2+(x, y) = sgn y[j@ + iy) -f(az - iy)]. (5) 
More generally, let W(X, y) be a function which is defined and regular harmonic 
for y # 0. Suppose w has distributional boundary values in the sense that 
there exist distributionsf, and f- in W(R) such that for all $ E B(R) 
Then w defines functions!+(z) and{-(x) analytic for y # 0 such that 
W(X,Y> = 1 
f+@ + ti) - f+b - iY> for y > 0, 
-[f-(x + iy) - f-(x - iy)] for y < 0. (6) 
f;(z) and f-(z) are analytic representations off+ and f- . Thus, the class of 
harmonic functions with distributional boundary values is characterized by 
representation (6). In view of (2) such harmonic functions are identified also 
by an inequality of the form 
1 w(x, y)l G M(r) 1 y [-n(T) for O<jyl<l, 
limiting their growth toward the x axis. Here A!I and n are as in (2), and 
P-2 = x2 + y2. 
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Another representation for harmonic functions given by (6) will be needed 
later. If f is a distribution of compact support, then there exist a continuous 
function g and an integer k such that f = dkg/dxk [5]. If f”(z) is an analytic 
representation off, we can find t(z) such that 3(z) = dk&)/dz”. Therefore, 
we obtain for y # 0 
f(x+iy)-3(x-iy) = $ [&x + i$) - $(x - iy)]. 
The function G(x, y) = J(x + iy) - $(x - iy) is harmonic for y # 0 and 
has continuous boundary values as y -+ 0 *. Considering now representation 
(6), we can conclude the following from (4). 
LEMMA 1. Let w(x, y) be given by (6). If M is any positive integer, then 
there exist an integer k = k(N) and a function GN(x, y) szcch that 
(ij w(x, y) = Y$- G&y> for y + 0 and x2 + y” < Ns, 
(ii) GN(x, y) is harmonic for y # 0 and has continuous boundary values 
as y + O*. 
We shall now examine the behavior at the boundary y = 0 of the partial 
derivatives of harmonic functions given by (6). It is shown in [9] that for 
every analytic representationf(z) of any f E II)‘(R) the limit 
lim y o j: i[f(x + iy) +3(x - iy)] 4(x) dx 
+ 50 
exists for all q5 E ID(R). This limit defines a distribution in S(R) which we 
denote by S3 and call the generalized Hilbert transform off with respect 
to f(z). It is demonstrated in [9] that zE’~ shares many of the important 
properties of the classical Hilbert transform. In particular, we find that the 
normal derivative of the harmonic function w(x, y) = f(zc + iy) - f(x - iy) 
has boundary values (aw/ay)(~, Of) = dZf(xj/dx. We thus obtain the next 
lemma. 
LEn,nq 2. If w(x, y) h is armonic for y # 0 and has distributional boundary 
values, then all partial derivatives of w have distributional limits as y --j O* 
as well. With w given by (6) we have, in particular, 
if k = 21, 
if k=21+1, 
(71 
if k = 21, 
if k=21+l. 
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EXTIZNSION OF w TO A DISTRIBUTION IN TY(li2) 
Let J&2 denote the complement of the line y = 0 in the xy plane. Then 
w(x, y) defines a regular distribution in D’(.Rc,2) in the usual way: If (f is a test 
function with support in R,2, then 
(4% A7 &G YD = jj 4% Y) 9% Y) dx dY* (8) 
R02 
Let R&s) denote the subset of Z)(R2) which consists of all linear combinations 
of products 4(x, y) = X(x) Y(y) with X, YE D(R). The equation 
(w(x, y), t&x, y)> = p$ (j:- + s,") Y(Y) dY j-1 fey 24 Jw dx (9) 
defines w as a linear functional on II(R2), which agrees with the distribution 
defined by (8) on II n CD(R02). In fact, since IT(R2) is dense in ID(R2) [12], 
w may be extended by continuity from lZ(lP) to CD(R2). We shall prove this 
statement by showing that the linear functional defined by (9) is continuous 
at zero. 
LEMMA 3. Let &J;r b e a sequence i% II(R”) which converges to zero in the 
topology of W2). If ( ,J) w x 1 is a harmonic furdon given by (6), then the 
sequence {(w(x, y), &(x, y)>}~zl as dejined by (9) converges to zero. 
Proof. Since #la E II( #Jx, y) = Ck, Xan(x) Yin(y) for some Xim, 
Y6a E Z)(R). By the definition of convergence in ZD(R2) there exists a compact 
set K such that sup #- C K for all n. Let N be a positive integer such that 
M C ((x, y): xs + ya < Na} and let k and GN be as in Lemma 1. Integration 
by parts yields 
(w, a$,> = ;;$ (j-; + jErn) g Y,“(Y) dY j~(--l)k yg X,“(x) G&x, y) dx. 
Since GN is bounded on K, there exists a constant M such that 
Since all sequences of partial derivatives of & converge to zero uniformly 
on K, the proof is completed. 
Lemma 3 establishes the existence of a particular extension of wfx, y) from 
D(R,z) to all of D(R2), which we shall denote by a. Suppose now W is 
another distribution in W(R2) which agrees with w on R,,2 but does not 
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necessarily satisfy (9). Then W - zz has its support on the line y = 0. 
Consequently, W must be of the form [5] 
W(x, y) = qx, y) + f &(X) x W(y). (10) 
i=O 
The gi are distributions in ID’(R), all but a finite number of which vanish on 
any given compact subset of R, the W are derivatives of the Dirac delta 
distribution, and x denotes the direct product. 
%is singled out among all other extensions of w by the following (equivalent) 
properties, easily derived from the above arguments. 
(i) s satisfies (9) on II( 
(ii) If K is any compact subset of R2, then there exist an integer k and 
a function G with the same properties as GN in Lemma 1, such that 
qx, y) = $ G(x, Y) for y #0 and (x,y)~K. 
In other words, A@ is of order < 1 with respect to y on every compact 
subset of R2. 
If w = uI is an even harmonic representation off E B’(R), then U: = @f 
is also characterized by the following propeq. 
(iii) Let {A,>~==, be a delta convergent sequence in ID(R); that is, 
lim,+,<L I C> = 9(O) f or all $ ID(R). Then (~~(x, y) X,(y)}:=‘=, converges 
to f in the sense that 
;j @Ax, Y) UY>, X(x)> = <fi x> 
for all X E D(R). 
We note further that, if 0 is Heaviside’s unit step function, then the 
products Qx, y) 19(y) and z%~(x, y) 0(-y) are well defined as the regular 
extensions of 2+(x, y) B(y) and z+(x, y) 6(-y), respectively. Thus, if w(x, y) 
is given by (6), 3 can be written as 
%% Y) = %+(x9 Y) d(Y) + %-(% Y> @C-Y) 
in terms of some even harmonic representations off+ and f- . 
(11) 
GREEN’S FORMULA 
In order to obtain a Green’s formula for harmonic functions of the form (6), 
we first calculate the Laplacian AU = (P/&Y” + P/ay”& of a regular 
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extension. By definition, {AE, #> = (a, A#>. For # E n(RS) we now use (9), 
integrate by parts, and make use of Lemma 2 to establish 
A@(%, Y) = .t&) x S(Y) +fi@) x a(l)(y) (12) 
with f. = %‘ft) + ZfL1’ and fi = f+ - f- as an identity on II( Since 
AW is a continuous operator on D(P) and D(P) is dense in D(R2), (12) holds 
on all of D(R2). The right-hand side of (12) represents the sum of a single- 
and a double-layer distribution on the line y = 0. If 5 in (12) is replaced by 
iZf(x, y) B(y) for some fE W(R), we obtain the generalized Green’s formula 
A@& Y) d(y)) = *f(l)@, x s(y) +f(x) x WY). (13) 
If f and %‘f(lJ are locally integrable functions, then this identity takes on the 
classical form [4, p. 2561 
(4%(x, Y) B(Y)), 4(x> YD 
Z s O” 2 (x, 0) $(x, 0) dx - 1: z+(x, 0) $ (x, 0) dx --m 
for all 4 E ID(P). 
DISTRIBUTIONS HARMONIC FOR y # 0 
For an arbitrary extension W of w we obtain in place of (13) 
AWT Y> = foC-4 x S(Y) +fiCN x ~(l)(y) 
+ A (go A+> x AL”‘)> (14) 
where the gi are as in (10). Now consider the general case of a distribution 
WE H(R,s), where H(Ro2) = (F E D’(R2): AF = 0 on Ro”}. Then, as before, 
A W must be given by 
AW(x, y) = f b&x) x W(y), (15) 
i=O 
where (bi},~, is a locally finite family of distributions (in the sense of (gilgo 
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in (IO)). A simple argument shows that for every such 
is a unique locally finite family (fO , fi; {gi>FzO} such that 
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family (Ir,},“,,, there 
-t- d 
t 
&i(l) x WY)I. 
In particular, one finds that fO, fi, and (gi),“=, are given in terms of (bi)ysi;, by 
the equations 
fo(x) = f (--l>j bF’(xj, 
j=o 
f&t”) = f (-1)j b$$(*), 
j=O 
It follows that W(x, y) - C&g,(x) x W(y) satisfies (12) and is therefore 
of the form W = @ + E, where 2% is a regular extension and E E W(P} 
such that 4E = 0 on P. Since Weyl’s lemma [6] is valid for distributional 
solutions (as demonstrated in [I, 5, 71, among others), E agrees, in the sense 
of equality in P(Rz), with an entire harmonic function. We conclude that 
for y =,k 0 every distribution WE H(Ro2) agrees with a harmonic function 
whose regular extension satisfies (12). In other words, every WE N(R,,z) 
is identified (for y # 0) as the potential of a single- and a double-layer 
distribution on the line y = 0. 
It is worthwhile to reformulate the above result in a more abstract way, 
resembling results in [8]. Define a mapping 01 from H(H,“-) into 
[9(R)]” x fi [Al 
GO 
by @Jr) = (f. ,fi; {g.J&), where W andjo ,J1 , (gJT+ are as in (15), (16). 
Let n denote the projection (so ,fi; {gi}FCo) i-+ (f. ,fi). Then CT 0 a is a 
surjective homomorphism. Let N(Ro2) = {FE H(R,z): F = Fl + F2 , Fl = 0 
on Ro2, AF, = 0 on R2]. N(Ro2) is a closed subspace of H(.&,“) and defines an 
equivalence relation on N&,2). Let [WI F H(Ro2)~N(Ro2). For every member 
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U of the class [IV] of W, we have (r 0 a)(U) = (rr 0 N.)( LV). Thus the mapping 
[LX]: H(R,,2)/N(R02) + [D’(R)12 defined by [~~]([l+‘j) = (r 0 a)(W) is well 
defined. It follows from the arguments above that [LX] is an algebraic isomor- 
phism. Using the theory of analytic representations, it can be shown that [a] 
is a topological isomorphism as well. (H(R02)/N(R,2) and [D’(R)12 are given 
the induced topologies.) 
We now summarize our results. 
THEOREM. 
(i) If w(x, y) is a harmonic function in Ro2 with limits w(x, 0*) in B’(R), 
then w has extensions to distributions in XS(Rz). 
(ii) The regular extension w of w deJined by (9) satkjes Eq. (12) and is 
the uniqzce extensiolz of A.w of order < 1 in y. 
(iii) If WE B’(R2) has the property that the support of A W is contained in 
the line y = 0, then W agrees on R,,2 with a harmonic function w which has 
distributional boundary values w(x, 0*) as y + O*, w(x, 0*) E B’(R). 
(iv) The spaces H(R02)/N(R,z) and [B’(R)]” (endowed with the obvious 
topologies) are algebraically and topologically isomorphic. The isomorphism [a] 
constrllcted above maps each class [WI E H(R,,*)/iV(R,*) onto its “boundary 
values” in the following sense: Given WE H(R,*) and w as in (iii), then 
rwyl) = (F (x, o+> - F (x, o-), w(x, o+> - w(x, 0-q 
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